Take Charge of Your Career

Take Charge of Your Career!
LOMA’s Education and Training programs equip industry professionals with the knowledge they need to improve
their on-the-job performance and accelerate their career success. With a variety of topics and delivery formats,
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Need 2 Know
The Need 2 Know courses, LOMA 281 – Meeting Customer Needs with Insurance and Annuities, and
LOMA 291 – Improving the Bottom Line: Insurance Company Operations, provide the foundation of
knowledge that most other LOMA courses build upon.
LOMA 281 – Meeting Customer Needs with Insurance and Annuities
Your company – it’s not simply bricks and mortar. As brand ambassadors, employees are uniquely poised to
represent the company and promote products and services on and off the job. A simple conversation with one
employee could be a potential customer’s only exposure to the value of life insurance and annuities. Are your
employees prepared?
LOMA 291 – Improving the Bottom Line: Insurance Company Operations
Insurance operations will come alive as learners enter the fictitious Forthright Financial Services Company and
work alongside their employees to improve operational efficiency and effectiveness. As students “visit” each major
operational area, they will witness and subsequently remember how functions and interrelationships contribute
to a company’s financial success.
From learning the basics of insurance and annuity products to understanding the industry's competitive challenges,
these highly interactive online courses provide:
�
�
�

Job-applicable, industry-specific content
Short online lessons that can be completed with minimal workday interruption
Engaging multi-media delivery, including video scenarios and interviews
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ALMI® and FLMI® – A Recognized Sign of Industry Expertise
The FLMI® is the world’s largest university-level education program and has provided more than 100,000 industry
professionals with a comprehensive understanding of insurance and financial services!
What You’ll Learn
LOMA’s Associate and Fellow, Life Management Institute (ALMI/FLMI) curriculum provides you with an industry-specific
education in the context of the insurance and financial services industry. The program delivers need-to-know information
about insurance products and operations and job-relevant knowledge about core insurance functions. It also strengthens
your business and financial acumen while teaching advanced insurance and financial concepts.

ALMI

Level 1: Insurance Fundamentals Certificate, plus:
LOMA 301/LOMA 302 – Insurance Administration/Lifecycle of a Policy: Insurance Administration
Presents a broad overview of insurance product administration, focusing on underwriting, reinsurance, claims, and
customer service.
LOMA 307/LOMA 3081 – Business and Financial Concepts for Insurance Professionals/The Business of Insurance:
Applying Financial Concepts
Explains financial concepts and financial terminology that all industry employees should understand and relates the concepts
and terms to insurance operations and profitability.
LOMA 320/LOMA 321 – Life and Health Insurance Marketing/Marketing in Financial Services
Reviews the various elements involved in selling insurance products and the functions of marketing as an integral aspect
of the life insurance industry.
1
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LOMA 308 is a new highly interactive online course and will be available mid-2016.

FLMI

ALMI plus:
LOMA 311 – Business Law for Financial Services Professionals
Examines the basic features and principles of the legal environment in which financial services companies operate.
LOMA 335 – Operational Excellence in Financial Services
Presents financial services from the perspective of a company’s operations management, and focuses on practical techniques
to accomplish the everyday tasks of providing financial services as efficiently as possible.
LOMA 357 – Institutional Investing: Principles and Practices
Provides an understanding of the investment regulatory environment, and investing for life insurance companies and
similar institutions.
LOMA 361 – Accounting and Financial Reporting in Life Insurance Companies
Examines financial and managerial accounting in life insurance companies, including the corporate and regulatory
environment in which accounting functions occur.
LOMA 371 – Risk Management and Product Design for Insurance Companies
Describes technical product design for life insurance and annuities and the current state of risk management
in insurance companies.

Designation Benefits

When you successfully earn your FLMI, you will receive a personalized diploma and can proudly include the designation after
your name. In addition, you can enjoy the benefits of:
�

LOMA Society Membership – Network with industry professionals in your area

�

Resource Magazine and additional publications – Stay current on issues affecting the industry

�

LOMA’s Annual Conference and Conferment – Celebrate in style…

Las Vegas, Nevada		
September 11 – 13, 2016
The Paris Hotel			

San Diego, California
September 6 – 8, 2017
Hotel Del Coronado

Visit www.loma.org or e-mail education@loma.org
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ASRI and FSRI – Retirement Education for Financial Professionals
What You’ll Learn
The Associate, Secure Retirement Institute® (ASRI®) and Fellow, Secure Retirement Institute® (FSRI®) provides a solid
understanding of the “what, why, and how” of the retirement industry. These programs cover the entire retirement planning
and income marketplace and:
�
�
�
�
�
�

Uniquely teach the entire retirement business
Complement technical training
Include both institutional and individual retirement
Are globally recognized designations
Improve employee development and mobility
Enhance engagement of industry professionals

Level 1: Certificate in Retirement Essentials*
SRI 111 – Retirement Marketplace1
Provides an overview of the retirement savings and income environment, with descriptions of the income needs and available
resources of consumers during their pre-retirement and retirement years.
SRI 121 – Retirement Savings and Investments
Describes the range of individual and group products and plans that individuals use to save and/or provide an income for
retirement, as well as their advantages and disadvantages and taxation.
SRI 131 – Planning for a Secure Retirement2
Describes the tools and other resources people can use to create a retirement plan that helps them reach their retirement
goals, outlining steps in the planning process and behavioral factors that explain why people should, but often don’t,
create retirement plans.
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ASRI#

Level 1: Certificate in Retirement Essentials, plus:
SRI 210 – Successful Retirement Outcomes
Focuses on the increasingly significant business of retirement
income. With the number of retirees projected to grow to 64 million
by 2025, providing retirement income services to these individuals
will be vital for leading retirement providers of all types. This course
teaches key business concepts valuable for customer facing,
operations, technology and other associates.
SRI 220 – Retirement Marketing and Business Acquisition3
Educates learners about the stakeholders and dynamics of the
business acquisition process for both institutional and retail
retirement markets, with a primary focus on market segmentation,
product development, distribution and customer engagement.
The course will also examine the impact of government policies,
consumer behavior, and economic conditions on marketing and
distribution strategies.
SRI 230 – Retirement Administration and the Customer Experience
Delivers knowledge about administration functions for existing retirement products, accounts, and plans and incorporates
a theme of enhancing the customer experience.

FSRI

ASRI plus:
SRI 500 – Transforming Retirement Security^
Provides an overview of the current retirement system in the U.S. and examines forces for change, public policy, and
megatrends that impact the retirement system. Also explores the potential for driving innovation to enhance and possibly
transform the retirement system of the future.
Learners who have credit for LOMA 286 or AAPA 273 automatically receive credit for SRI 111.
Learners who have credit for LOMA 305 automatically receive credit for SRI 131.
3
Learners who have completed the FFSI, AAPA or FLMI designation automatically receive credit for SRI 220.
1
2

*The three courses within Level 1 of the program are available in an engaging, highly interactive online format. Each course contains an integrated, non-proctored exam.
Each course can be completed in approximately 7-10 hours.
The three courses within ASRI program are available in an engaging, highly interactive online format. Each course contains an integrated, non-proctored exam.
Each course can be completed in approximately 14-16 hours.

#

^ As the final course in the FSRI program, SRI 500 requires a proctored end-of-course examination
– study materials are available via an online course portal.

Visit www.loma.org or e-mail education@loma.org
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ACS – Everyone has a Customer
What You’ll Learn
The financial services industry is constantly changing, but one thing remains constant – customers expect more from
your company. LOMA’s Associate, Customer Service® (ACS)® Program allows you to select courses from several “line of
business” tracks1, so you can tailor the designation to your career objectives.
The ACS Program helps you:
� Increase your knowledge of financial services
� Understand customer expectations, patterns and behavior
� Organize an effective customer service team
� Improve your company’s bottom line

ACS – Life Insurance Track
Required Courses:

ACS 100/ACS 101 – Foundations of Customer Service/Customer Service for Insurance Professionals
LOMA 280/LOMA 281 – Principles of Insurance/Meeting Customer Needs with Insurance and Annuities
LOMA 290/291 – Insurance Company Operations/Improving the Bottom Line: Insurance Company Operations
-orARA 440 – Reinsurance Administration
Elective Courses: (choose two)
LOMA 301/LOMA 302 – Insurance Administration/Lifecycle of a Policy: Insurance Administration
LOMA 307/LOMA 308 2 – Business and Financial Concepts for Insurance Professionals/The Business of Insurance:
Applying Financial Concepts
LOMA 320/LOMA 321 – Insurance Marketing/Marketing in Financial Services

88

1

For detailed information about each track’s required and elective courses, visit www.loma.org.

2

LOMA 308 is a new highly interactive online course and will be available mid-2016.

AIRC – Know The Rules
What You’ll Learn
Compliance is one of the most critical issues facing financial services companies today. LOMA’s Associate, Insurance
Regulatory Compliance™ (AIRC)™ Program provides you with comprehensive knowledge of the complex issues surrounding
state and federal regulation of the life and health insurance industry and its products. Whether you are just starting out in the
industry, or are a senior level executive, the AIRC Program will give you a better understanding of:
�
�
�
�
�
�

Compliance concepts, terms, processes, and regulatory requirements
The ways that states and the federal government regulate insurance companies
Financial examinations and market conduct examinations
Required filings for life insurance products, health insurance products and annuities
The ways that federal securities laws apply to the sale of financial products
Specific regulations governing insurance and annuity products

AIRC Courses

Level 1: Insurance Fundamentals Certificate, plus:
LOMA 311 – Business Law for Financial Services Professionals
LOMA 320/LOMA 321 – Insurance Marketing/Marketing in Financial Services
AIRC 411 – The Regulatory Environment for Life Insurance*
AIRC 421 – Regulation of Life Insurance Products, Sales, and Operations*
*A Regulatory Compliance Essentials Certificate will be awarded for completion of these two highly interactive courses.

Visit www.loma.org or e-mail education@loma.org
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ARA – Understand How Reinsurance Affects Your Work and Your Company
What You’ll Learn
Reinsurance plays a vital role in insurance and financial services. LOMA’s Associate, Reinsurance Administration™ (ARA)™
Program helps you grasp reinsurance principles, the financial importance of reinsurance, and the development, administration
and auditing of reinsurance products. The ARA Program gives you a better understanding of:
�

Key players and the reasons for using reinsurance

�

Laws and regulations affecting reinsurance transactions

�

Provisions of a reinsurance contract and how they affect the administration of reinsurance transactions

�

Processes involved in the administration of new business, in-force business, and terminations

ARA Courses

Level 1: Insurance Fundamentals Certificate, plus:
LOMA 301/LOMA 302 – Insurance Administration/Lifecycle of a Policy: Insurance Administration
LOMA 361 – Accounting and Financial Reporting in Life and Health Insurance Companies
ARA 440 – Reinsurance Administration
LOMA 311/AIRC 411/AIRC 421 – Business Law for Financial Services Professionals/The Regulatory Environment for
Life Insurance/Regulation of Life Insurance Products, Sales, and Operations
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Insurance Immersion
LOMA’s Insurance Immersion Program is an interactive learning experience that delivers industry-specific knowledge essential
to success in the life insurance and annuity environment. The program, led by a skilled facilitator, involves instruction by
industry experts, participation in group activities, and interaction with peers.
Insurance Immersion is designed for employees who need a broad understanding of industry fundamentals.
Program content includes:
� Industry overview, regulation, and compliance
�

Life insurance and annuity products, product profitability, and distribution

�

Life insurance and annuity operations, including underwriting, customer service and claims

�

Finance and risk management

Note: This program does not cover health insurance or group insurance.
Insurance Immersion can take place anywhere – in the delivery method that works best for you:
� In-Person Classroom Sessions: public, open-enrollment Immersion sessions offered in the U.S. and Canada
�

Virtual Classroom Sessions: public, open-enrollment Immersion sessions delivered through web conferencing
technology; covers U.S. industry and regulations

�

Onsite company sessions: Bring Immersion to your employees by hosting a customized onsite Insurance Immersion
program for 12-30 participants, available in half-day, one-day and two-day in-person sessions; we can also provide
a program for your company virtually.

For more information about our Insurance Immersion Program
Visit: www.loma.org
E-mail: insuranceimmersion@loma.org
Call: 770-951-1770 ext. 776

Visit www.loma.org or e-mail education@loma.org
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“My FLMI and AFSI designations have been vital to progressing
in my career. They have allowed me to see the bigger picture
at work as well as enable me to become very familiar with
the different functions within my company. They have
also empowered me with knowledge of of the financial
services industry, which is especially helpful as I work with
financial advisors on a frequent basis. To continue leading and
excelling in one’s career, one must not stop learning. These
LOMA designations have paved the way for that!”

For more information,
For more information, contact your company’s LOMA
Educational Representative. If you are an independent
student, contact LOMA’s Office of the Registrar.

Kristle Ann S. Bautista, FLMI, AFSI
The Phillippine American Life and General Insurance Co.

“I feel that my LOMA designation helps to give me a broader
understanding of how the various parts of an insurance
company work together and how external influences can
impact the financial services industry in general. This understanding will help me to focus on the big picture impact of
issues and decisions that I see throughout my career, which
will help me be a better leader within my company.”
Tristan Smith, ALMI
Manulife Financial
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